Britain's Landslides Up 5-fold in a Year, Due to Heavy Rains
by Nick McDermott
September 11, 2013 - It has finally been a summer worth remembering after the deluges of 2012.  But despite the welcome return of endless days of sunshine, last year’s record wet weather still had a sting left in its tail - an ‘unprecedented’ 5-fold rise in the number of landslides in the past 12 months.  Almost 2/3 of these landslides take place immediately after a heavy downpour.  Larger and more serious slippages can take place months after the ground has been saturated.
This dramatic increase contributed to 4 deaths since last summer as a result of land slippages, experts warned.  In contrast, the last previously recorded fatality due to such an incident was in 2006.
With blocked roads and buckled railways leading to costly detours and repairs, and several properties damaged, the cost to the economy is likely to run into the tens of millions.
Fewer than 60 landslides are reported on an average year, according to the British Geological Survey (BGS), but in 2012 there were 176.  In December 2012 alone there were 75 incidents.  The phenomenon continued into 2013, with 56 occurring in January.  Scientists found that in the 12 months following June 2012, there were 5 times the average incidents.  
While almost 2/3 of these events take place immediately after a heavy downpour, the remainder - which are often larger and more serious - can take place months after the ground has been saturated.
Speaking at the British Science Festival at the University of Newcastle, Dr Mike Winter, head of ground engineering at Transport Research Laboratory, said growing infrastructure and individuals will be vulnerable to landslides as more of us work from home.  He said: ‘Most vulnerability is in transport infrastructure, mainly roads and rail.  But we are seeing an increase in personal traffic, and a lot more people working from home.’  In July last year, 22-year-old Charlotte Blackman, who was walking directly under a coastal cliff, died after a large landslip at Burton Bradstock, in Dorset.  
'We are getting more storminess; higher intensity rain: the type of events that cause landslides in Scotland,' says Dr Mike Winter, head of ground engineering at Transport Research Laboratory.
In the same month, a couple lost their lives after their car was buried under a landslide at the entrance to the Beaminster Tunnel.  In March this year, 68-year-old Susan Norman died after her flat in Looe, Bornwall, collapsed in a landslip.
Scientists also predicted a greater number of landslides in the future, as long-term forecasts predict more extreme weather events.
What does climate change mean for landslides in the UK?  'What we are finding from the data is that it is all building up a picture that in Scotland, for example, we are really getting the same rainfall each year,’ said Dr Winter.  ‘But we are getting less rain the summer, a little bit more rain in the winter.  But we are getting more storminess; higher intensity rain: the type of events that cause landslides in Scotland.’ 
Landslides still remain sudden and unpredictable, although the BGS are working with the Met Office to improve forecasts.  Dr Helen Reeves, science director at the BGS said the economic damage from a landslide was still ‘unquantifiable’.  She added: ‘Infrastructure companies are very reluctant to disclose financial information about landslide damage and it is very hard to get sensitive commercial data from the insurance companies.’
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